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There was a boy called Tshepo, and he had a dark complexion.
He was short, and he was a smart boy.
Tshepo had two friends, Omohau and Oratile, whom he loved very much.
Tshepo was struggling with mathematics in class. This was hurting him very much.
Oratile and Omohau used to laugh at him because he did not understand mathematics. Tshepo saw that they were not his true friends.
Tshepo’s teacher called him and said, “Don’t worry, I am going to assist you with mathematics every single day”. Tshepo was very happy.
Tshepo’s teacher began teaching him mathematics every day after school.
Tshepo began to know mathematics like other learners. His friends stopped laughing at him.
At the end of the year, Tshepo passed with flying colours. He was excited and, he told everyone that he was clever.
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